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Overview
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The Transmedia Zone is an incubator for innovation in
storytelling, media and the creative industries.
The Transmedia Zone has three main divisions:
General, Music Den and the Children’s Media Lab.
GENERAL
The Future of Storytelling
Evolving Audiences
Web Series &
Independent Production
● Co-creation & the Virtual
Studio
● Training Tomorrow’s
Showrunner
●
Innovation in
●
Journalism,
●
Documentary &
●
Factual Media

MUSIC DEN

●
●

New Platforms
for Narratives
Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality
Artificial Intelligence
Algorithms

Innovation in
Music and Live
Entertainment CHILDREN'S MEDIA LAB

Innovation in
Children’s
Programming
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Which Application Should I Pick?
Idea to Pitch?

YES

NO

Student?

YES

NO

Which area applies to you?

General

Music Den

★ Storytelling of the Future
★ Innovation in Journalism,
Documentary & Factual
Media

★ Innovation in
Music & Live
Entertainment

★ New Platforms for
Narrative

Children’s
Media Lab
★ Innovation in
Children’s
Programming

Grad student or
4th year Undergrad?

YES

Email us at
transmediazone@gmail.com
to learn how you can be
involved as a Collaborator,
Mentor or Technical Advisor.

NO
Apply as an Intern

Actively doing research in a TMZ
area of interest?

YES

Apply as a Team

Apply as a Researcher in
Residence

NO

Apply as an
Associate
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What is the Process of
Applying?
1.

Read “So You’re Thinking of Applying”

2.

Explore our website and check out our featured
teams and video

3.

Check to see when our next opening for applications
will happen (Aug. 1, Dec.1, April 1)

4.

Fill out the application form located on our website.

5.

One week after application close date: Selected
teams invited to pitch to our selection committee

6.

Two Weeks After Application Close:
a.

Associates & Interns notified of acceptance

b.

Teams notified of acceptance into new cohort
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Researcher in Residence
Researchers in Residence are accepted as part of a rolling application
and may apply at any point during the year. We accept Researchers in
Residence whose research directly matches our areas of interest (see
slide 4) The Transmedia Zone accepts a maximum of one new
Researcher in Residence per semester and we reserve the right to select
no candidates if there are none that meet our standards for qualification.
Upon acceptance as a Researcher in Residence, researchers are
expected to complete the following:
●
Public Presentation in partnership with the Transmedia Zone
●
Publication in Rough Draft
●
Monthly progress report on research
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Who is Eligible?
Anyone is eligible to apply to join the Transmedia Zone. If your online application meets our
criteria, you’ll be invited to pitch your project to our selection committee. The committee is looking
for individuals, teams, and/or businesses who want to positively change the way the creative
industries operate — for creators, audiences and organizations.

The Transmedia Zone is looking for projects that exhibit the following criteria:
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Focused on solving a real issue (creative, economic or social) in the creative industries
Have an innovative approach to a component part of the creative industries, e.g. content creation, content
management, audience engagement, publishing, distribution.
Able to demonstrate some evidence of unmet need in the market or marketability of their solution.
Have the potential to grow and scale or replicate their company/project to achieve high impact.
Have a “lean canvas” business model and an effective pitch deck.
Have a leadership team comprised of driven, coachable and collaborative people with some expertise in the area of
focus.
Have a leadership team that is able to attend zone related programming and work in the zone or related studios.
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What Happens if
I’m Accepted?
TEAMS
Once you’re accepted, you will be invited to
attend orientation and be onboarded as a team.
INTERNS & ASSOCIATES
After attending orientation
you’ll meet our teams and
be matched based on your
preferences and team’s
needs.

In your first semester, your team will strengthen
your brand story and develop a prototype to
showcase.
Teams are assessed for renewal at the end of
each semester.
Teams can be renewed for up to four semesters
(1.5 years) at which point they must graduate.
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What Happens if
I’m Accepted?

At the end of each semester, teams are assessed to see if they have met
their goals and demonstrated our zone values. Successful teams will be
renewed for an additional semester for up to four semesters total.
Unsuccessful teams will not be renewed but may re-apply.
INTERNS & ASSOCIATES
Each semester end, Interns/Associates meet with staff to discuss renewal and whether they would like to remain with their current
team or switch to a new team. Assuming that Interns/Associates have met their goals and demonstrated Zone values and
assuming their team would like to continue working with them they can be renewed for up to four semesters.

SEMESTER 1
●
●
●

Emerging Team
Complete Brand
Story
Participate in Digital
Showcase

SEMESTER 2
●

●
●
●

Opportunity to
become a Core
Team*
Participate in Digital
Showcase
Prototype of project
delivered
Core teams provided
access to Industry
Mentors

SEMESTER 3
●
●
●

●
●

Core Teams Only
Participate in Digital
Showcase
Core teams provided
access to Industry
Mentors
Prototype of project
delivered
Opportunity to
participate in All-Star
Showcase

SEMESTER 4
●
●
●

●

●

●

Maturing Core Teams
Participate in Digital
Showcase
Core teams provided
access to Industry
Mentors
Final product/project/
service delivered to
public
Opportunity to
participate in All-Star
Showcase
Graduate from
Zone**

*Some teams
spend two
semesters as an
Emerging Team
**Depending on
Zone availability,
one team per
graduating cohort
may be invited to
become a Senior
team. Senior teams
remain in the zone
and pay a
Membership Fee.
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Industry-Specific Mentorship

What Does the
Transmedia
Zone Offer?

●
●
●

Project management
Strategic communications
Business planning/operations strategy

Shared Office Services & Resources
●
●
●
●
●
●

Co-working space and desk space(hot desk and
dedicated space)
24/7 facilities, basic office supplies,WIFI, full
service printer/photocopier/fax
Kitchenette and access to complimentary
beverages and light snacks
Meeting/board rooms equipped with large LCD
monitors with HDMI adapters
Concierge to receive guests and incoming mail
Legal services

Communication & Promotion
●
●
●
●
●

●

Media and marketing exposure through social
media channels
Invitations to participate in events including booths
and exhibits
Invitation to publish in Rough Draft
Featured profile on the Transmedia Zone Website
Monthly newsletters highlighting Transmedia Zone
activities, member news, trends to follow, and
upcoming events
Admittance to the Transmedia Zone Facebook
group for internal communications and special
opportunities

Programming
●
●
●
●
●
●

Community of Like-Minded Creators
●
●
●

Specialized Technologies
●
●
●
●
●

Industry-specific workshops and skill building
Exposure to new thinking, technologies/demos
Panel discussions with industry thought leaders
Showcase opportunities
Social Events
Access to University and Zone network promoted
events including:
○
design thinking
○
human-centred approach to problem
solving
○
partnerships, collaborators,
sponsorships

●

Access to students/interns
Large network of industry and academic
professionals
Opportunities and notifications regarding
funding,events and showcases
Multidisciplinary collaboration

Access to media equipment (audio, visual,VR &
360 video production)
Access to studio space (film/television, audio)
Access to makerspace and workshops
Access to production laptops and editing suites
Media library and 3D printers
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What is the Goal?
●
●
●
●

Sustainable Business or Replicable Project
Viable Revenue Model
MVP (Minimum Viable Product)
Meaningful Work Experience for Students

Our graduating teams have a product, service,
project that they have been able to showcase
to the public.
Our goal with each graduating team is that
they have a viable revenue model that allows
them to be financially sustainable and support
a minimum of one full time staff person.
Our goal for Associates and Interns is
meaningful work experience in their area of
interest.
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What is Transmedia?
The concept of transmedia storytelling has shifted and changed over
time. When new digital media first emerged on the scene, individuals
were experimenting with the way single narratives could be delivered
across different media formats and touchpoints including comics, novels,
video games, films and apps, forming discrete story experiences that
culminate in one larger piece. Newly empowered audiences also
became part of the storytelling, by engaging and contributing in ways
never possible before.
Today, the Transmedia Zone celebrates and embraces this ethos by
placing an emphasis on end-to-end user experience design. We
encourage our teams to think of how their various media touchpoints
must contribute a sense of continuity, consistency, and wholeness all the
while providing discrete experiences that are as delightful as the main
event.

How can you create an interactive and
engaging experience for your story,
media, product or service?
How can you put your audience first?
How can you extend the experience of
the story so that whether it is
experienced first on social, through an
event or through an app--audiences
can continue to explore?
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What is Rapid Prototyping?
Rapid Prototyping means focusing on creating a
prototype quickly (e.g.demo, storyboard, trailer,
scale model, mock-up) to allow others to envision
your full scale idea.
The idea is that done is better than perfect. By
creating prototypes, you can get audience feedback
and market reaction quickly and throughout the
process so that your final product allows for human
centered design and is something that is desired by
your target market.
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What is a Sharing Economy
Model?
We encourage peer-to-peer sharing of our
space and equipment. This also means that
we believe in sharing ideas and learning from
one another. We believe that ideas shared
will grow and improve, whereas ideas held
close and protected out of fear often reach a
plateau. We encourage this peer-to-peer
exchange by requiring every team to provide
15 hours of service back to our community.
We believe that together we can accomplish
more than on our own.
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Culture &
Values

●

CREATIVE EXCELLENCE & INNOVATION

●

STORYTELLING

●

ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET

●

AUDIENCE 1ST
○
○

●

INITIATIVE
○
○
○

●

Rapid prototyping
Design thinking
Professional communication
Documentation
Participation

OPEN COMMUNITY
○
○
○
○

Inclusion
Coachability
Sharing economy
Providing meaningful learning opportunities for
students
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Applying

(for teams)
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Explain Your Problem
What problem or issue are you solving?
Please tell us about the problems you are solving that relate to storytelling,
media or the creative industries.

●

●
●

●

Are you making a tool that will
help those within the creative
industries be able to do
something more easily?
Are you creating a new
process?
Are you creating a prototype or
template to develop a new type
of content?
Are you reaching new or
marginalized audiences?

●

●

●

●

Are you exploring a technical
issue and determining how to
solve it?
Are you creating new platforms
for content, audiences or
creative industries
transactions?
Are you finding a way to
engage audiences more
effectively?
Are you solving a funding issue
for a particular medium?
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Project Description
“My idea takes a long time to explain, why
can't I have more space to explain what it
is?”
We ask our teams to provide their idea in one
sentence. We have found that if your idea
can't be expressed in one sentence it is
generally because you need to take some
more time exploring exactly what it is you are
creating. We find it is helpful to fill in the
adjacent template:

I help [target audience] do
[statement of need] +
[statement of benefit]
I help [target audience] fix [their
problem]
Learn more here
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New Platforms for
Narratives
● Augmented Reality
● Virtual Reality
● Artificial Intelligence
● Algorithms

Innovation in
Journalism,
Documentary &
Factual Media

Innovation in
Children’s
Programming

Which Area of
Focus Applies to
Your Project?

The Future of Storytelling
● Evolving Audiences
● Web Series and
Independent Production
● Co-creation & the Virtual
Studio
● Training Tomorrow’s
Showrunner

Innovation in
Music and Live
Entertainment
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Who Else is Doing This?
If you tell us no one else is doing what you
are doing then we will think you have not
likely done your research. Please take the
time to find out who else is doing similar work.
If there is competition, that also means there
is likely a market for what you are proposing
to do. Find the best examples you can and
tell us how what you’re doing is different. Why
you? What’s your competitive advantage?
What’s your unique selling proposition?
What’s your point of differentiation?
Show us that you’ve done your homework.
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What First Steps are You
Taking?
●

Create a realistic plan of what you can accomplish
in four months.

●

Determine how you can reverse engineer what you
are doing. For example, think about your end goal
and determine what smaller steps would need to
be accomplished to meet this goal.

●

At what stages would you be able to show a
prototype or mini version of what you intend to
build?

●

At what stages would you be able to get
audience/market feedback?
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Long Term Goals
What do you plan to do in the next
semester and the one following?
Think about how you will have
something to share in the next
four months. How will this item
show that you have built on what
you have created in the first four
months? How will it help you to
reach your end goal?
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Specific Skills/People
What would help you to
accomplish your goal?
The more specific you are the
more we can help you.
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Space & Equipment
Needs
●
●
●

Do you require co-work
space? What days/hours?
Do you require studio space?
Audio? Video? Installation?
Do you need particular
equipment? Be specific.

*Please note that the Transmedia Zone is able to
offer very limited storage space. Storage space
exceeding 17x17x17 inches is quite difficult to
arrange.
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Avoid the
Common Pitfalls
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“My Audience is Everyone”
When we hear a team tell us their
audience is “everyone”, it tells us that you
need to spend some more time
determining who you want to actually
reach. Your desired audience may change
as you progress your idea, but as much as
possible, please provide as much detail as
you can about your desired ideal
customer, audience, client. Think about
their demographics and psychographics. If
you’re still narrowing it down, it’s fine to
present a couple of options for your
audience profile or a couple of personas.
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“I Just Want to Make this Project”
A key deciding factor as to whether or not your team will be
accepted is your ability to demonstrate that you are solving a
problem and/or pushing the boundaries of your specific
medium.
For example, it is not enough to be creating a podcast. We
will want to know how your project will help solve a problem
faced by other podcast creators or how you are planning to
make a type of podcast that has not previously been created.
We are not just interested in project completion, we are
interested in experimenting to help move the creative
industries forward. You may have a great pitch for a concept
but if it’s not innovative and innovating, it won’t be accepted.
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“We Don't Have a Business
Model”
●

Start by creating a budget.

●

Consider - how will you make revenue?

●

Consider who might want to purchase
this idea/product.

●

If there is no one who will provide you
money for the project, it is not
sustainable.

●

If you are investing sweat equity and
bootstrapping, own it, plan for it, and
show us how you’ll make it all work.

We suggest creating a lean canvas
business model. Learn more here.
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How Could Your Idea be
Scalable or Replicable?
We consider a team to be successful when
they are able to demonstrate that the project or
product they created within the Transmedia
Zone could be replicated again for another
client or could be scaled to reach a larger
market. It is important to illustrate how your
company would be able to build on what you
will create within the Transmedia Zone during
your maximum of four semesters in such a
way that your team could replicate it or scale it
in the future.
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Why Do You Need the Transmedia Zone?
It is important to us that we understand why you need the
Transmedia Zone and how we might be able to best assist
you.
● Do you need a co-work space since you are currently
working out of a coffee shop and you need a more
professional work space where you can also host
potential clients?
● Do you need access to equipment and studios so you
can keep upfront costs low and experiment with the
best approach before purchasing expensive
equipment.
● Do you need a community to connect with and hold
you accountable to your goals?
By understanding why you need us we can better help you.
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I want to incubate my business
Great, we love businesses. That said, remember
that your focus should be on a specific aspect of
your business (a.k.a. A project, product) that you
can make forward progress towards within four
months. Remember that what you choose must
demonstrate innovation in your chosen area.
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Keep it Concise
If you are invited to pitch our selection committee
please follow the suggested format that we send
you.
Ideally keep your pitch to two minutes (approx
10 slides or fewer if using a deck)
Make sure there is time for the committee to ask
questions.
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Do You Have Any
Examples or Case
Studies?

Check out our featured teams
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Learn More
To learn more about the Transmedia Zone please visit
www.transmediazone.ca
If you have additional questions please email or book an
appointment at transmediazone@gmail.com

Special thanks to James McBride & Hannah Watanabe for their work on the development of
this document.
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